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In the methods chapters of papers I and II, it is stated that the test subjects “as a 

slightly less” than the general population. The correct statement is that the test subjects 
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In the discussion chapter of paper I, it is stated, “There are few simulator s

as outcome measure”
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a b s  t r a c  t

The purpose  of  this  study was to  establish and  validate  a  driving simulator method  for  assessing  drug

effects  on  driving.  To achieve  this, we used  ethanol  as a  positive control,  and  examined whether  ethanol

affects  driving performance in  the  simulator,  and  whether  these  effects are consistent  with  performance

during  real driving on  a test  track,  also under  the  influence of  ethanol.  Twenty healthy  male volunteers

underwent  a  total  of  six driving trials of  1 h  duration;  three  in an instrumented  vehicle on  a closed-

circuit  test  track  that closely  resembled rural  Norwegian  road  conditions,  and  three  in the  simulator

with  a  driving scenario  modelled after  the  test  track. Test subjects  were  either  sober or  titrated to  blood

alcohol  concentration (BAC) levels of  0.5 g/L  and  0.9 g/L.  The  study was conducted  in a randomised,  cross-

over,  single-blind  fashion,  using placebo drinks  and  placebo pills  as  confounders.  The primary  outcome

measure  was standard  deviation of  lateral  position  (SDLP;  “weaving”). Eighteen  test  subjects completed

all  six  driving trials,  and  complete  data were acquired from 18 subjects  in  the  simulator  and  10  subjects

on  the  test  track, respectively. There  was  a positive  dose–response relationship  between  higher ethanol

concentrations  and  increases  in SDLP  in  both the  simulator  and  on  the  test  track (p <  0.001  for  both). In

the  simulator,  this dose–response  was  evident already  after  15 min of  driving. SDLP  values  were  higher

and  showed  a  larger inter-individual variability  in  the  simulator  than on  the test  track. Most subjects

displayed  a similar relationship  between BAC and  SDLP  in  the  simulator and  on  the  test  track; however, a

few  subjects  showed  striking  dissimilarities,  with  very high  SDLP  values  in the  simulator.  This may  reflect

the  lack of  perceived danger in  the  simulator, causing reckless  driving in  a few  test  subjects.  Overall, the

results  suggest  that SDLP  in the  driving simulator is  a  sensitive measure  of  ethanol  impaired driving. The

comparison  with  real driving implies relative  external validity of  the simulator.

© 2013 Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

Impaired driving caused by ethanol and/or drugs is a major

cause of traffic accidents, and thus a major public health problem

(Blomberg et al., 2009). The relationship between blood ethanol

concentrations (BAC) and accident risk is well established in

large epidemiological studies (Borkenstein et al., 1974; Blomberg

et  al., 2009). With the exception of cannabis (Ramaekers et al.,

2004),  similar relationships have not been demonstrated for other

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Clinical Pharmacology, St. Olav Univer-

sity Hospital, Pb 3250 Sluppen, NO-7006 Trondheim, Norway. Tel.: +47  72 82 91 00;

fax: +47 72 82 91 10.

E-mail addresses: arne.helland@legemidler.no, arnehelland@yahoo.no

(A. Helland).

psychoactive drugs and drugs of  abuse. Case–control studies on

non-alcohol drugs require screening and quantification of  a large

number of potentially impairing drugs, as well as a large number

of  cases, as each drug has a relatively low prevalence of detection

in car crash drivers. Such studies have seldom been performed,

leaving the relation between blood drug concentrations and crash

risk largely unknown. Also, blood sampling for drug testing of con-

trols – as  compared to simple breath tests in ethanol studies – is

necessary, and makes the recruitment of controls more difficult

(Verster et al., 2009a). Furthermore, post-mortem drug concentra-

tion changes occur to a larger degree in non-alcohol drugs, making

interpretation of toxicological data from studies of  killed drivers

difficult.

Epidemiological approaches cannot establish causal relation-

ships, and are fraught with methodological difficulties, including

0001-4575 © 2013 Elsevier Ltd.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2012.12.042
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the possibility of  confounding factors. Thus, experimental stud-

ies are crucial to investigate the impairing effects of  drugs and

the relationship between drug concentrations, impaired perfor-

mance and possible accident risk. All experimental settings are a

priori artificial, and may  thus have limited external validity when

applied to real driving conditions. For instance, laboratory testing of

cognitive and psychomotor functioning may measure some skills

that  are considered essential to safe driving, but can never fully

reproduce the complexity of  actual driving. Real on-road driving

with measurements of  standard deviation of lateral position (SDLP)

has come to be considered the method of reference for assessing

driving impairment from CNS depressant drugs (Verster et al.,

2004), although this measure reflects mainly one (i.e., automatic

behaviour) of the three “core levels” of driving (Walsh et al., 2008).

Much of the on-road experiments have so far been conducted in The

Netherlands on flat, straight multi-lane motorways; a  driving sce-

nario that may not reflect conditions elsewhere. Also, legal issues

and safety considerations may hinder on-road experiments, and

the  costs of  such experiments may  be prohibitive.

Experimental studies utilising driving simulators may avoid

some of the problems listed above. However, even very sophis-

ticated simulators cannot fully replicate real driving conditions

(Verster et al., 2004; Shechtman et al., 2009). Driving simulator

studies of effects of depressant drugs on driving ability frequently

yield inconclusive results due to the lack of  validation against a

known positive control; in practice, ethanol. The positive control

is  necessary to ensure that correlations between drug intake and

driving related outcome measures actually reflect a drug related

impairment of  driving ability, and not simply randomly observed

correlations with no relevance to impairment (Walsh et al., 2008).

Ethanol as  a  positive control also ensures that the experimental

design is sufficiently sensitive to the impairing effects of  depres-

sant drugs. Another common limitation of driving simulators is  the

lack  of validation against a  real driving scenario; i.e.,  the external

validity. This leaves doubt as to whether test subject performance

in the simulated scenario may  predict performance in real driving

situations.

We wanted to develop a  valid and functional tool for assessing

drug effects on driving performance, taking into account the rec-

ommendations made in the  guidelines for research on drugged

driving. To achieve this, we conducted a  validation study of the SIN-

TEF  driving simulator. The purpose of  the study was to establish a

driving  simulator test battery that is sensitive to ethanol effects,

and to validate the test battery by comparing performance in the

simulator with actual driving performance on a closed-circuit test

track resembling rural driving conditions. Even though both simu-

lator and closed circuit driving constitute experimental conditions,

which do not fully reproduce the real life driving experience, both

are  widely used for assessing driving performance, and real driv-

ing is generally considered to be the reference methodology as far

as  validity is  concerned. In this paper we present results from the

primary outcome measure SDLP, measured in the simulator and on

the  test track.

2.  Materials and methods

2.1.  Test subjects

Twenty healthy, Caucasian, male volunteers aged 25–35 years

(mean 28.7 years) who  had been in possession of  a driver’s license

for at least 5 years (mean 10.6 years), were included in the study.

They were all recreational users of  alcohol, and as a  group drove

slightly less and had a somewhat higher educational level than

the general population. Women  and non-Caucasians were excluded

because of the teratogenic risk associated with ethanol use in the

Fig. 1. Outline of trial test design.

former group, and the possibility of deviant ethanol metabolism

in the latter. The other exclusion criteria were previous or present

drug or  alcohol abuse or atypical reactions to alcohol, previous his-

tory  of driving under the influence, significant adverse reactions to

previous blood sampling, regular (daily) intake of any prescribed

drug, or  high likelihood of motion sickness as assessed with a  modi-

fied  version of the Apfel risk score for postoperative vomiting (Apfel

et  al., 1998). Each participant underwent a  screening for eligibility,

received written and oral information about the study and provided

a written consent to participate. The study was approved by the

Regional Ethics Committee, and was registered as a clinical trial in

the  ClinicalTrials.gov database. All participants received a  gift cer-

tificate worth NOK 1000 (approx. USD 150) upon completion of  the

study.

2.2.  Trial design

The  experiment was  designed as  a randomised, placebo-

controlled, single blind, crossover study. Only the necessary

personnel were informed about which interventions were given. An

outline  of the design is  presented in Fig. 1.  Each participant under-

went three driving tests of 1 h duration, both on a  closed-circuit test

track and in an advanced driving simulator, on six different test days

with  washout periods of minimum two  days between test days to

allow the dissipation of any learning or  fatigue effects. The driving

scenario in the simulator was modelled to mimic  the test track, as

illustrated in Fig. 2, to ensure that the driving experience would

be as similar as  possible in the two  test conditions. Before test-

ing commenced, the  study subjects undertook a  training session,

both on the test track and in the simulator, in order to familiarise

themselves with the testing scenario and minimise the impact of

possible learning effects. On test days, the participants were obliged

to  deliver a  urine sample on arrival at the test site to exclude the

presence of drugs. The subjects’ weight was  registered each test

day, after which they were administered a weight-adjusted dose of

ethanol (0, 0.7 and 1.05 g per kg body weight), calculated to obtain

an intended blood alcohol concentration (BAC) during testing of

0,  0.5 and 0.9 g/L on the three different test days both in the sim-

ulator and on the test track, respectively. The Widmark equation

(Andréasson and Jones, 1995), was used to estimate the ethanol

doses, assuming a total body water to total body mass ratio of 0.68,

a  bioavailability of 75%, and a metabolic rate for ethanol of 0.15 g/L

per  hour. We used vodka mixed with fruit extracts, orange and lime

juice to make the drinks palatable. The placebo drinks were spiked

with non-alcoholic vodka flavour in water to mimic the vodka taste.

The  drinks were served in closed plastic containers, from which

the  participants were instructed to  sip the drink through a straw.

To avoid an obvious ethanol taste, no drinks were stronger than

10% (v/v) ethanol, and they were kept cold by the addition of ice.
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Fig. 2. Example of the driver’s visual impression on the closed-circuit test track (left) and in the driving simulator (right).

The participants were allowed 1 h to finish their drinks, after which

they  waited another 30 min  before the driving test started, to allow

for  absorption of the administered ethanol. The order in which the

participants were tested at different BAC levels was  randomised by

use  of a  counterbalanced, multi-condition design. The same order

of  BAC levels was used for each participant both on the test track

and  in the simulator. As an additional confounder to enhance blind-

ing, the study subjects were administered a  placebo pill, which

they  were told may  or may  not contain a  sedative drug, with the

drink. Venous blood samples were drawn immediately before and

after each driving session, and the mean value was used as the best

estimate of the mean BAC during testing.

2.3. Real  driving on test track

The test track driving was undertaken during a  frost-free period

of six weeks in the autumn. All study sessions were done after night-

fall,  between 20:00 and 01:00 h. The test track circuit was 1.37 km

long, closed to ordinary traffic, and  laid out  in hilly terrain, with both

gentle and sharper curves. The track was hard-surfaced, with two

lanes each approx. 2.75 m  wide, and had midline and side markings

similar to standard Norwegian road markings. Thus, the test track

closely resembled roads typical of rural Norway. Surprise obstacles

(1  m3 foam rubber cubes) were placed in two locations on two  occa-

sions, one at the beginning and one towards the end of each driving

trip,  and were to be avoided by the test subjects. Stoplights present

in  two locations turned red on one occasion during each trip. The

participants drove an instrumented car (Volvo V70 2.4s) with auto-

matic transmission, fitted with a double set of pedals. They were

instructed to drive as  they would normally do on a  regular road. A

professional driving instructor was present in the front passenger

seat  during all sessions of  test track driving, in order to intervene

if  necessary. A physician was present on the site at all times dur-

ing  test drives. Permission to carry out the test track driving was

granted from the local police. To enable continuous recording of

lateral position in the road lane, the test car was equipped with an

infrared wide-angle camera fixed to the roof of the car, and pointing

at  a downward angle to the rear of the car. The data were stored in a

database and analysed in a program for photo analysis (Open Source

Computer Vision Library). A filtering algorithm (Hough transforma-

tion)  was used to identify roadside markings. The car also featured

other equipment for recording the location of  the car on the test cir-

cuit (global positioning system; GPS), speed, pedal use and steering

wheel movements.

2.4. Driving simulator

Testing in the driving simulator took place in late autumn after

the  test track driving tests were completed. Test sessions were

done at the same times during the evening and night as on the

test track, using a  virtual model of the test track and a night-

time  scenario (Fig. 2), to ensure comparable results and eliminate

differences in circadian influences. In addition to obstacles and

stoplights, the simulator scenario also included two  incidents (a

car  abruptly entering the road and a  pedestrian crossing the road in

front of the driver) that each occurred once at the end of the driving

session. The simulator had the  appearance of a  regular car (Renault

Scenic) with automatic transmission and original controls (Fig. 3).

Information from the use of steering wheel, pedals, transmission

etc.  was  fed into a  dedicated driving scenario graphics computer.

The driving scenario was  depicted on  screens covering 180◦ of the

driver’s forward field of  vision and 90◦ of  the rear field of  vision,

and synchronously in internal and external mirrors. The vertical

field  of view was  47◦ both to the front and to the rear. The simu-

lator reproduced realistic motion, vibration and sound through a

three-axis moving platform, a vibration system in the chassis and

a  four-channel sound system. Data on lateral position, speed, pedal

use and steering wheel movements over the entire duration of the

test sessions were extracted directly from the simulator computer

and  logged 20 times per second. A  detailed description of  the SINTEF

simulator can be found in Engen (2008).

2.5. Measurements

The predefined primary outcome measure was the standard

deviation  of  lateral position (SDLP), which is a measure of  the

degree of weaving of  the car on the road. SDLP has been shown

to correlate with BAC levels in a  dose dependent manner, and is

a  thoroughly validated measure of the degree of driving impair-

ment  (Verster et al., 2004). Secondary outcome measures were

number of brake pedal pressures per lap, number of accelerator

Fig. 3. Setup of the driving simulator. Vehicle and surrounding frontal screens.
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pedal pressures per lap, steering wheel movement speed, steering

wheel movement per lap, steering wheel reversals per lap, steer-

ing wheel reversal frequency, average speed, standard deviation

of speed (measured continuously throughout the driving sessions),

driving behaviour at unexpected incidents, and driving against red

light. We  aim to present the secondary outcome measures in a

subsequent article.

Before  and after each driving session, the participants com-

pleted a  questionnaire, with items covering their feelings of

intoxication, mastery, safety, sleepiness, alertness, whether they

thought the drink had contained ethanol, and whether they thought

the pill had contained a sedative drug. At the test track, driving

instructors were also asked to rate the test subjects’ degree of intox-

ication and driving performance.

Blood ethanol concentrations were quantified using a  headspace

gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) method. In

brief, 200 �L blood was mixed with 50 �L internal standard (d6-

ethanol). Samples were left for 30 min  to achieve equilibrium

before the gas fraction was aspirated into an Agilent HP 6890-5973

GC–MS system (Agilent, Palo Alto, CA). Separation was performed

on a J&W Scientific 123-9134 DB-ALC1 (30 m ×  1.2 mm)  column

with a helium mobile phase and a  run time of 0.90 min. Ethanol was

monitored at m/z 31 and the internal standard at m/z 33. The level of

quantification (LOQ) was 2 mmol/L (approx. 0.09 g/L). Between-day

coefficient of  variation (CV) calculated from quality control samples

was 4.5% at 5 mmol/L (0.22 g/L) and 1.8% at 50 mmol/L (2.2 g/L).

2.6. Statistical analyses

An  a priori sample size estimation performed with one-tailed,

paired t-tests indicated that a total sample size of n  = 11 would be

sufficient to detect significant differences in BAC level influence

on SDLP with significance level (˛) of 0.05 and power (1−ˇ) of

0.95. Although theoretically 11 subjects would suffice, we chose to

include  20 subjects in the study, to allow for the uncertainty in the

underlying assumptions of the sample size estimation, as well as

the  possibility of  dropouts, for instance due  to simulator sickness.

In the results analyses, we used a linear mixed model with SDLP

as dependent variable, measured BAC as covariate, and partici-

pant as random effect. Separate analyses were performed for test

track and simulator. Reported results are from restricted maximum

likelihood estimation. The maximum likelihood estimation did not

always converge. The independent variables tested for significance

were BAC level, curved/straight section and part of trip driven (each

trip was divided in four equal parts of  15 min). To  identify possi-

ble learning effects that could interfere with the results, the impact

of  the number of trips driven before the actual one was  also ana-

lysed. Two-sided p-values <0.05 were considered significant. The

analyses were performed in SPSS 18 and Stata 12.

3.  Results

Of the 20 participants enrolled in the study, all completed three

driving sessions on the test track, while 18 out of 20 completed

all three sessions in the driving simulator. Two subjects did not

complete the simulator testing; one because of intolerable nau-

sea, and the other because of a surgical procedure unrelated to the

study. On the test track, 10 out of the 60 driving sessions did not

yield sufficient SDLP data to be included in the analyses. The car-

mounted camera was out of position in eight sessions, the camera

was not switched on in one instance, and one participant in  his

first session misinterpreted the instructions to drive in lane. Thus,

a  complete set of outcome data was obtained from 10 participants

on the test track and 18 participants in the simulator. Data from the

valid  driving sessions of  all subjects were included in the analyses.

Table 1
Measured blood ethanol concentrations (BAC) in simulator driving and on test track

at the three designated BAC levels of 0, 0.5 g/L and 0.9 g/L among all test subjects

with samples.

Test scenario Intended BAC Mean BAC (±SD)

Simulator (n = 19) 0 0

0.5  g/L 0.38  (±0.10) g/L

0.9  g/L 0.82  (±0.19) g/L

Test track (n = 20) 0 0

0.5  g/L 0.42  (±0.09) g/L

0.9  g/L 0.88  (±0.12) g/L

3.1. Safety and adverse events

No  safety violations or  serious or  unexpected adverse events

occurred during the study. The most common adverse event in the

simulator was nausea, which is  a  known disadvantage of driving

simulators. Six subjects (four at BAC 0 and two  at BAC 0.5) had

to  terminate their first simulator session early because of this, but

five  of them were eventually able to complete all three sessions.

Thus, only one subject had to withdraw from the study due to

nausea. Prior experience suggests that ethanol may  protect against

simulator sickness, and repeated exposures to the simulator tend

to  attenuate the nausea. Therefore, in order to prevent dropouts,

all participants who terminated their sessions early due to nausea

were tested at the highest BAC level in the subsequent session. The

random order was  also modified in an additional three subjects due

to  other practical causes. These modifications to the randomisation

did not  affect concealment of the interventions, and did not appear

to  introduce systematic bias, since there was no statistically sig-

nificant correlation between BAC level and the number of previous

test sessions (Pearson correlation 0.241 (p = 0.080) in simulator and

0.094  (p = 0.477) on test track).

3.2.  Blood alcohol concentrations

The  ethanol concentrations are presented in Table 1.  Ethanol

concentrations were slightly lower than intended both in the sim-

ulator and on the test track, with concentrations closer to 0.4 g/L

at the intended level of 0.5 g/L. The BAC also tended to be slightly

lower in the simulator than on the test track. Paired sample t-test

showed a  statistically significant difference between the BAC levels

in  simulator and on test track for the designated BAC level of 0.5 g/L

(p =  0.041); however, the mean difference was  only 0.039 g/L. For

the  designated BAC level of 0.9  g/L, there was no statistically sig-

nificant difference between BAC levels in  simulator and on test

track (p = 0.21). In the following, ethanol levels are referred to as

the  intended levels (BAC 0,  BAC 0.5 and BAC 0.9, respectively).

3.3.  Questionnaires

After  each driving session, the participants were asked whether

they thought the drink and the pill had contained alcohol and a

sedative drug, respectively. Most subjects correctly identified the

drink as containing/not containing ethanol (in 32 of 38 placebo tri-

als,  35 of  38 BAC 0.5 trials and 37  of 38 BAC 0.9 trials, respectively).

However, a few misidentified their drinks, and quite a  few wrongly

identified the pill as  containing a sedative drug (in 15 of 38 placebo

trials, 3 of 38 BAC 0.5 trials and 7 of 38  BAC 0.9 trials, respectively).

There were significant correlations between higher BAC levels

and subjective (self reported) ratings of poorer driving perfor-

mance both in the simulator (R  = 0.35, p = 0.013) and on the test

track (R  = 0.63, p  < 0.001). Likewise, there was a  strong correla-

tion between higher BAC levels and objective (driving instructor
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Fig. 4.  Regression analysis of  the relationship between blood alcohol concentration (BAC) and standard deviation of lateral position (SDLP) in simulator (left; filled circles)

and on test track (right; open circles). The circles represent individual BAC and the corresponding SDLP value. The regression lines and their 95% confidence intervals are

shown as continuous lines and broken lines, respectively.

reported) ratings of  poorer driving performance on the test track

(R = 0.52, p  < 0.001).

3.4. SDLP

Fig.  4 shows the individual SDLP values at the corresponding

BAC, with the estimated regression line and its 95% confidence

interval. Both in the simulator and on the test track, there were

significant positive correlations between BAC and SDLP (positive

regression slope with p < 0.001). The estimated regression lines for

the  simulator (Eq. (1)) and the test track (Eq. (2)) are as follows,

with standard errors for the estimates in parentheses:

(simulator) :  SDLP (cm)  =  29.43 (±2.57) + 13.20 (±3.61) ×  BAC (1)

(test track)  :  SDLP (cm)  = 22.30 (±1.89) + 7.61 (±1.91) ×  BAC (2)

SDLP  values were higher in the simulator than on the test track

at baseline (placebo) conditions (29.4 cm vs. 22.3 cm,  respectively),

and showed a steeper increase with increasing BAC, as seen from

Eqs. (1) and (2), as well as Fig. 4.  As evident from Fig. 4, SDLP variance

was also larger in simulator driving than in test track driving.

The  relationship between BAC levels and SDLP results show a

dose–response effect, as  quantified by the slopes 13.20 and 7.61 in

Eq.  (1) and (2). Furthermore, a visual comparison of SDLP results

in the simulator and on the test track in each of the 20 individual

subjects shows similar, positive slopes in most subjects (Fig. 5).

To  identify possible differential effects of  test duration and

curved/straight sections on SDLP, the SDLP results were analysed

with respect to time intervals (four equal intervals of 15 min  each),

and performance on  curved and straight sections of the driving sce-

nario. In the simulator, mean SDLP values were significantly higher

in curved sections than in straight sections (p =  0.047), whereas

there were no such differences on the test track (p = 0.17). In the

simulator, statistically significant differences in SDLP between BAC

levels  were seen in all four time intervals. On the test track, the

differences in SDLP were similar but less pronounced, and mostly

did not reach significance during the first half hour of the test. In

the  simulator, there was a  trend towards higher SDLP values with

longer test duration, especially at the highest BAC level. No such

tendency was evident on the test track.

To identify possible learning effects that would be expected

to reduce SDLP with the number of prior test sessions, the num-

ber of  trips driven before the actual one was also analysed as an

independent  variable. However, this had no statistically significant

correlation with SDLP results either in the simulator (p = 0.70) or

on the test track (p = 0.66).

4.  Discussion

4.1.  SDLP

Our results show a  positive dose–response correlation between

BAC and SDLP in the simulator and on the test track, both for

individual and mean data. A  high degree of  intra-individual sim-

ilarity in the BAC-correlated increase in SDLP in the simulator

and on the test track, suggests that SDLP is  a  valid and sen-

sitive measure of  ethanol-induced driving impairment in the

simulator.

Absolute values of SDLP were higher in the simulator than on

the test track, with mean SDLP at BAC 0 (sober state) of 29 cm and

22 cm, respectively. SDLP values during placebo conditions in the

simulator were also considerably higher than those seen in Dutch

on-road driving tests, where mean baseline SDLP is approx. 19  cm

(range 9–30 cm)  (Verster and Roth, 2011). The relatively demand-

ing driving scenario that was  used in our experiment may account

for the slightly higher SDLP values on the test track than those seen

during previous on-road tests. Higher absolute SDLP values in  the

simulator compared to real driving may  be explained by unfa-

miliarity with the driving experience in the simulator, a  lack of

perceived danger, and lack of  gravitational cues and feedback that

will normally adjust steering. This notion is  also supported by the

observation that SDLP values were higher in curved sections than

in  straight sections in the simulator, whereas such a difference was

not  observed on the test track. Together with the more demand-

ing driving scenario in our experiment, this may account for the

considerably higher SDLP values than those seen for instance in

the Dutch STISIM simulator employing a monotonous highway sce-

nario  (Mets et al., 2011b).

Most  test subjects showed similar SDLP increases in the sim-

ulator and on the test track. However, from the individual SDLP

data shown in Fig. 5, a few subjects behave differently, evidenced

by excessive SDLP values in the simulator. For instance, test subject

no. 15  had a  mean SDLP exceeding 1 m  at the highest BAC level. This

would correspond to the car being located mostly out of lane during

the trip, which is  in accordance with the actual observations made
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Fig. 5. Individual SDLP data at actual BAC levels in simulator (filled circles) and on test track (open circles). For test subject 15, the BAC and SDLP values at the highest BAC

level in the simulator were 0.79  g/L and 102 cm,  respectively.

during this individual’s simulator driving. It is  our experience from

the  present and earlier simulator experiments that some partici-

pants regard the simulator as a kind of game and behave more like

virtual rally drivers instead of following the instructions to drive

appropriately according to  conditions. This can explain the large

discrepancies in SDLP between test track and simulator seen in a

few  of the subjects. Subject no. 14  attained an unexpectedly high

BAC at his highest BAC level in the simulator (1.25 g/L), which may

explain the high SDLP  observed in that driving session. Also, we

cannot exclude the possibility that some participants’ SDLP scores

were influenced by simulator sickness.

4.2. BAC

Mean subjective and objective ratings of intoxication and driv-

ing performance correlated with BAC level in the expected manner.

The somewhat lower BAC levels in simulator than on test track may

be  due to a possible conditioned nausea response in the simulator

that could have caused retention of stomach content with delayed

ethanol absorption. One participant (subject no. 6) was unable to

finish  his drink at the intended BAC 0.9  level in the simulator, and

consequently acquired a low BAC.

Most participants correctly identified their drink as contain-

ing/not containing ethanol and the pill as  containing/not containing

a sedative drug, although quite a  few of  the participants misiden-

tified the placebo pill, especially in the BAC 0 trials. This probably

reflects an expectation bias in some subjects, and indicates that

the use of placebo pills to enhance blinding of the interven-

tion in experimental trials with ethanol may  be worthwhile.

Previous experience suggests that concealment of  ethanol is dif-

ficult  in blinded studies due to the distinctive taste and smell and

the  characteristic and familiar effects of ethanol.

4.3.  Comparison with other driving simulator studies and

on-road  tests

To  date, there are few other studies validating the use of

driving simulators for drug and/or ethanol impairment research.

A simulator validation study published in 2009 used data from

two separate previous studies (on-road and in simulator). The
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description of  the simulator they used suggests that it was  simi-

lar to the SINTEF simulator, but the driving scenario and outcome

measure were different (urban traffic and number of driving errors

at  intersections as assessed by a  driving instructor, respectively). No

ethanol or other drugs were used. Results indicated relative valid-

ity for the simulator, and suggested absolute validity for the type

of errors pertaining lane maintenance, adjustment to stimuli and

visual scanning (Shechtman et al., 2009).

There are few previous simulator studies using SDLP as out-

come measure. Only one study has validated SDLP as an indicator of

unsafe driving in the simulator that was used. Mets et al. published

a validation study in 2011 showing the ability of the STISIM driving

simulator to differentiate between different BAC levels based on

SDLP  results. In this study, 27 healthy volunteers underwent a  sim-

ulator adaptation of the standardised Dutch on-road test scenario

(multi-lane highway driving for 1 h). BAC levels of 0 g/L, 0.5 g/L,

0.8 g/L and 1.1 g/L yielded mean SDLP values of 28.0 cm,  29.7 cm,

33.8 cm and 36.3 cm,  respectively. This study did not validate the

simulator results against a real driving test (Mets et al., 2011b).

Apart from this, only two simulator studies concerning driving per-

formance after drug intake have been published using SDLP as an

outcome measure. Mets et al. have investigated the effects of  caf-

feine (given in the form of  the energy drink Red Bull® and coffee,

respectively) on driving performance in healthy volunteers in two

studies in the Dutch STISIM simulator, and found small but signifi-

cant reductions in SDLP after caffeine administration in both studies

(Mets et al., 2011a, 2012).

In 2009, a validation study with ethanol in a  divided-attention

steering  simulator (DASS) was published. As  the name suggests,

the simulator is  designed to measure ability of  divided attention.

Accordingly, it employs a rather artificial test scenario, where sub-

jects must keep the car in lane and simultaneously respond to

peripheral visual stimuli. Also, the simulator used did not resemble

a normal car. Dose-dependent impairment was found with higher

ethanol levels (Verster et al., 2009b).

The standardised on-road driving test with SDLP as the outcome

measure developed in The Netherlands remains the method of ref-

erence to examine driving impairment from drugs. In such testing,

BAC levels of 0.5 g/L and 0.8 g/L on average increases SDLP from

placebo conditions with 2.4 cm and 4.3 cm,  respectively (Verster

and Roth, 2011). Our results from the test track show slightly larger

increases in SDLP, whereas the BAC-related increases in the sim-

ulator were considerably larger. Again, the discrepancy between

our results and the Dutch on-road results may  be explained by

the more demanding driving scenario employed in our validation

study.

4.4. Implications for the validity and further use of the simulator

External validity of a  driving simulator refers to the test sce-

nario’s ability to invoke similar reactions in the drivers as a  real

driving scenario. Validity is  specific for the particular type of sce-

nario and simulator, test, and population used in the validation

experiments, and will not necessarily be transferable to other driv-

ing  scenarios, simulators, tests, or populations. External validity is

absolute  if the same effect is  invoked to the same extent both in

the simulator and in the real driving environment. Relative exter-

nal validity implies that there exists a trend of change in the same

direction both in the simulator and in the real driving environ-

ment, but the magnitude of change is different (Shechtman et al.,

2009).

There was a large degree of similarity in the relationship

between  SDLP and BAC levels in the simulator and on the test

track. However, the absolute values of  SDLP in the simulator were

consistently higher than on the test track. Thus, the relative (but

not the absolute) external validity of the SINTEF simulator has

been  established when validated against test track driving in a

driving scenario that is  representative of the demanding rural

driving conditions in Norway, using ethanol as a positive control.

We  believe that this validation may  be extended to real driving

under similar conditions; however, this assumption has not been

proven.

In  the simulator, we found consistent and significant BAC-

related increases in  SDLP in all time intervals when the

hour-long test was divided into four 15-min time inter-

vals. This suggests that the duration of the simulator test in

order to  reach significant results may  be shortened in future

studies.

4.5. Limitations of  the study

In  our study, all test subjects were healthy young male vol-

unteers, who are not representative for the general driving

population. Our results may  therefore give a  somewhat inaccu-

rate estimation of the impact of  BAC on SDLP in the general

population.

There are three levels of behaviour relevant to traffic safety:

automatic, control and executive planning behaviour (Michon,

1985; Walsh et al., 2008). SDLP as  the primary outcome measure

in this study is  mainly representative for the effect of ethanol on

automated actions at a  behavioural control level. Outcome meas-

ures of  driving behaviour at manoeuvring and strategic levels will

be  reported in a  separate publication. Driving simulators may be

especially suitable to test higher behavioural levels like hazard

avoidance, dual attention, risk taking and impulsivity, both for

ethical (risk of injury) and practical (ease and reliability of mea-

surements) reasons.

We  employed a  single blind design, keeping the intervention

concealed from the test subjects but not from the study personnel

or those responsible for analysing the outcome data.

Unlike  some of  the most advanced simulators in use, the

SINTEF simulator allows only limited tilting (three degrees of free-

dom). Motion-based simulators with full tilting technology might

increase the realism of the driving experience, and thus heighten

the external validity of the simulator.

Several of the test subjects experienced nausea in the simula-

tor, which caused one subject to withdraw from the study, and

may  have affected driving behaviour in others. This is a  general

drawback of  driving simulators, which may to some extent be

unavoidable, even when using screening procedures including test

drives before enrolment. We also employed a  rather challenging

driving scenario, with many curves and long duration, which may

have exacerbated the problems related to nausea.

The validation against real driving was done on a  closed test

track. The length (approx. 1.4 km)  and layout (curvy, hard-top road

approx. 5.5 m  wide with midline and side markings) of the test track

ensured that the driving experience resembled real driving on rural

Norwegian roads. However, it may be impossible to fully eliminate

the feeling of an artificial situation when driving on a closed test

track. For safety reasons, a  driving instructor was  present in the

passenger seat at all times on the test track, as well as  a police officer

on the test track site. This may  have constituted a restraining effect

as well as heightened the attention of test subjects, causing them

to drive more carefully and attentively than they would otherwise

have done.

Finally, our study had a limited sample size, which generally

increases the risk of  type II errors (i.e., failing to detect real differ-

ences). Also, missing data from 10 of 60 driving sessions on the test

track may have limited the statistical significance of our findings.

The missing data occurred due to random incidents, and we have

no reason to believe this introduced systematic bias.
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5. Conclusions

In healthy volunteers, SDLP as a measure of drug-impaired

driving shows qualitatively similar outcomes during test track driv-

ing and in a driving simulator designed to mimic the test track,

both sober and under the influence of ethanol. However, SDLP is

amplified in the simulator as compared to real driving. Although

closed circuit driving is an experimental situation and thus of

limited external validity, the quantitative and qualitative similar-

ities between simulator and test track driving nevertheless imply

external validity of the simulator. In conclusion, the SINTEF driving

simulator is a sensitive and valid tool to assess driving impair-

ment from ethanol, and this may be extended to include other CNS

depressant drugs.
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Simulator! sickness! is ! a! major! obstacle ! to! the! use ! of! driving ! simulators! for! research,! training ! and! driver

assessment ! purposes. ! The ! purpose ! of! the ! present ! study! was ! to! investigate! the! possible ! influence ! of! sim-
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blood ! alcohol ! concentrations ! (BAC)! of ! approx.! 0.5! g/L ! and ! 0.9! g/L ! in ! a ! randomized ! order.! Simulator! sick-

ness ! score ! (SSS)! did ! not! influence ! the! primary ! outcome! measure ! SDLP.! Higher! SSS ! significantly ! predicted

lower ! average! speed ! and! frequency! of! steering ! wheel! reversals. ! These! effects! seemed ! to! be! mitigated

by ! alcohol. ! Higher! BAC ! significantly ! predicted! lower! SSS, ! suggesting ! that! alcohol ! inebriation! alleviates

simulator ! sickness. ! The ! negative! relation! between ! the ! number ! of ! previous ! exposures ! to! the! simulator! and

SSS ! was ! not! statistically ! significant,! but ! is ! consistent! with ! habituation! to! the! sickness-inducing ! effects,

as ! shown ! in ! other! studies. ! Overall, ! the! results! suggest! no! influence! of ! simulator! sickness ! on ! SDLP! or

several ! other! driving ! performance ! measures.! However, ! simulator ! sickness ! seems! to! cause ! test! subjects

to ! drive! more ! carefully,! with ! lower! average! speed ! and! fewer ! steering ! wheel! reversals,! hampering ! the

interpretation ! of! these! outcomes ! as ! measures! of! driving ! impairment ! and! safety.! BAC ! and! repeated! sim-

ulator ! exposures ! may! act! as ! confounding ! variables! by! influencing! the! degree! of ! simulator! sickness! in

experimental ! studies.
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1.! Introduction

Driving! simulation! has! numerous! uses,! such! as! training! pur-

poses,! assessment! of ! possibly! unfit! drivers! and! research! in! the

fields! of! traffic! safety! and! driving! under! the ! influence! of ! alcohol! and

drugs! (DUI)! (Classen! and! Brooks,! 2014).! Driving! simulators! enable

researchers! to! assess! performance! in! various! driving! environments

(i.e.,! city! driving,! highway! driving,! or! situations! or ! settings! with
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high! accident! risk)! under! controlled! laboratory! conditions.! Further-

more, ! simulators! allow! convenient! measurement! of ! several! aspects

of! driving! behavior.

One! major! obstacle! to! the ! use! of ! driving! simulators! is! the ! phe-

nomenon! of! simulator! sickness,! a! syndrome! resembling! motion

sickness! with! symptoms! including! dizziness,! cold! sweats,! drowsi-

ness, ! nausea! and! vomiting.! Simulator! sickness! is ! most! likely! caused

by ! an! incongruity! of! sensory! input,! with! conflicting! signals! from

simulated! and! actual! motion,! although! other! theories! of! causa-

tion ! also! exist! (Brooks! et! al.,! 2010).! A! variable! but! considerable

proportion! of ! test! subjects! in! simulator! trials! experience! simula-

tor! sickness,! some! to ! the! extent! that! they! are! unable! to! complete

simulator! testing.! For! example,! a ! study! combining! the! results! from

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2016.05.008
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several! simulator! studies! reported! a! dropout! rate! due! to! simulator

sickness! of ! 17%! (Brooks! et! al.,! 2010).! Increased! dropout! rates! reduce

power! and,! perhaps! more! problematic,! could! introduce! bias! in! the

study! population! and! confound! results! (Brooks! et! al.,! 2010;! Classen

et ! al.,! 2011).

The! scientific! literature! on! what! influences! driving! simulator

sickness! and! its! impacts! on! performance! is! limited.! Some! factors

that! increase! the ! likelihood! of ! simulator! sickness! have! been! identi-

fied. ! These! are! related! to! the! test! subjects! (i.e.,! older! age,! female! sex,

certain! psychological! states! and! traits),! the ! test! scenario! (longer

duration,! more! curves! and! turns,! higher! speeds,! increased! visual

detail)! and! the! technical! setup! of! the! simulator! (broader! field! of

vision,! disagreement! or ! delay! between! instrument! operation! and

response! of ! the ! virtual! car)! (Classen! et! al.,! 2011;! Milleville-Pennel

and! Charron,! 2015).! Some! techniques! to ! alleviate! simulator! sick-

ness ! have! also! been! identified,! including! adaptation! over! time! and

neural! or! sensory! stimulation! (Domeyer! et! al.,! 2013;! Galvez-Garcia

et! al.,! 2015).! Hence,! researchers! of ! simulated! driving! may ! employ

measures! to! limit! the! problem! of ! simulator! sickness! to! a! certain

extent.! Various! screening! questions! (i.e.,! history! of! motion! sickness)

and! pre-trial! testing! are! commonly! used! to ! exclude! subjects! that

are! prone! to ! severe! simulator! sickness! from! experimental! stud-

ies.! Nevertheless,! it ! is! presently! impossible! to! avoid! completely

the ! occurrence! of! simulator! sickness! in! such! studies! (Brooks! et! al.,

2010).

External! validity! is! a ! precondition! to! the ! use! of ! simulators! –

we! must! be! able! to! trust! that! the! data! are! relevant! to! real! life.

Thus,! aspects! of! the! simulator! experience! that! differ! significantly

from! the! real-life! driving! experience! must! be! investigated! to! deter-

mine! if! they! influence! measurements! of! driving! safety! directly,! or

if ! they! in! some! way! introduce! bias! in! the! interpretation! of ! data.

When! present,! simulator! sickness! may ! cause! significant! behavioral

changes! that! could! conceivably! influence! outcomes.! Therefore,

research! on! simulator! sickness! is! important! to! assess! the! validity

of! simulator! data,! and! to! be! better! able! to! minimize! the! impact! of

simulator! sickness! on ! the! results.

Although! negative! effects! of! virtual! reality-induced! symptoms

(a! syndrome! resembling! simulator! sickness)! on ! psychomotor! con-

trol! have! been! described! (Cobb! et! al.,! 1999),! little! is! known! about

the! influence! of ! simulator! sickness! on ! validated! and! commonly

used! measures! of ! impaired! driving! in! experimental! studies,! such

as ! standard! deviation! of ! lateral! position! (SDLP).! Thus,! there! is! a ! risk

that! simulator! sickness! may ! confound! the! results.! In! addition,! if

simulator! sickness! leads! to ! significant! changes! in! the ! way! test ! sub-

jects! drive,! this! could! weaken! the! generalizability! and! validity! of

driving! simulation! results.! In! DUI! research,! alcohol! is! often! used

as ! a! positive! control! (Walsh! et! al.,! 2008), ! yet! alcohol! inebriation

may ! be! associated! with! nausea! as ! well! as ! other! complex! central

nervous! effects! that! could! influence! symptoms! of! simulator! sick-

ness.! Therefore,! simulator! sickness! could! be! a! source! of! operational

confounding! in! such! studies.! Moreover,! many! studies! use! a ! design

with! repeated! driving! trials,! where! for! instance! a ! drug! is! given! in

different! doses! and/or! compared! to! a! placebo.! Repeated! exposures

to ! the! simulator! might! influence! the ! degree! of ! simulator! sickness

through! either! habituation! or ! sensitization,! which! could! pose! a ! risk

of ! procedural! confounding.! Two! previous! studies! lend! support! to

a ! habituation! effect! of ! repeated! exposures! (Kennedy! et! al.,! 2000;

Domeyer! et! al.,! 2013).! In! an! unpublished! pilot! study! we! conducted,

we! observed! that! the ! test! subjects! tended! to ! complain! less! about

simulator! sickness! when! driving! under! the! influence! of! alcohol,! and

after! repeated! exposures! to! the! simulator.! Given! these! observa-

tions,! it! seems! prudent! to! further! investigate! the ! influence! of! such

factors! on! the ! degree! of! simulator! sickness.

In! this! paper,! we! explore! the! possible! influence! of! simulator

sickness! on ! several! measures! of! impaired! driving,! including! SDLP,

without! making! any! pre-specified! predictions! regarding! the! direc-

tion! of ! the ! outcomes.! Based! on! findings! in! our! pilot! study,! we

also! investigate! the! effect! of ! blood! alcohol! concentration! (BAC)! and

repeated! exposures! to ! the! simulator! on! the! reported! degree! of ! sim-

ulator! sickness,! hypothesizing! that! alcohol! and! repeated! exposures

attenuate! simulator! sickness.

2. ! Material! and! methods

The! data! presented! in! this! article! were! generated! in! a ! valida-

tion! study! designed! to! compare! driving! performance! in ! real! and

simulated! driving! at! three! levels! of! alcohol! inebriation.

2.1.! Test! subjects

Twenty! healthy,! Caucasian! males! aged! 25–35! years! (mean:! 28.7

years) ! were! included! in! the! study.! The! test! subjects! were! recruited

through! medical! students’! organizations,! student-! and! employee

networks! at! the! Norwegian! University! of ! Science! and! Technol-

ogy,! and! the ! employee! website! of! the! SINTEF! research! institute.

They! were! all! recreational! drinkers,! and! had! all! been! in! posses-

sion! of ! a ! driver’s! license! for ! at! least! 5! years! (mean:! 10.6! years)! As

a! group! they! drove! slightly! more! and! were! somewhat! higher! edu-

cated! than! the! average! population.! For! instance,! 25%! of! our! test

subjects! drove! <10,000! km/year,! compared! to! 35%! in ! the! general

population,! and! 25%! drove! >20,000! km/year,! compared! to! 18%! in

the ! general! population.! We! recruited! a! rather! narrow! age ! group

to! minimize! variability! in! driving! experience! and! ethanol! toler-

ance.! Exclusion! criteria! were! female! sex,! non-Caucasian! ethnicity,

prior! or! present! drug/alcohol! abuse,! previous! history! of! deviant

(violent! or ! aggressive)! alcohol! reactions! or ! driving! under! the! influ-

ence,! intolerance! to! blood! sampling,! daily! intake! of! any! drug,! or

high! likelihood! of! simulator! sickness.! We ! chose! to! exclude! females

because! of! the ! teratogenic! effects! of! ethanol,! which! would! necessi-

tate! interviews! and! administration! of! pregnancy! tests! before! each

test! run.! Non-Caucasians! were! excluded! to! avoid! uncontrolled! vari-

ation! in ! ethanol! tolerance! and! metabolism.! The! subjects! received

written! information! about! the! possibility! of ! nausea/simulator! sick-

ness ! prior! to! inclusion,! and! that! they! were! free! to! terminate! the

simulator! driving! anytime! during! the! session.! To! avoid! a! high! like-

lihood! of ! simulator! sickness,! all! volunteers! were! assessed! with! a

modified! version! of! the ! Apfel! risk! scale! for! postoperative! vomit-

ing! (Apfel! et! al.,! 1998).! The! scale! contained! three! items:! Smoking

status! (yes! = ! 0,! no ! =! 1),! previous! nausea/vomiting! after! surgery! or

other! invasive! procedures! (yes! = ! 1,! no! =! 0),! and! car! sickness! after

the! age! of ! 10! (yes! =! 1,! no! =! 0).! Persons! with! a ! score! of! 2! or! higher

were! excluded.! This! method! has! not! been! validated! to! identify! per-

sons! with! high! risk! for! simulator! sickness.! Before! final! inclusion,

prospective! participants! underwent! a ! screening! trial! of ! 20! min’

duration! in! the ! simulator! to! exclude! persons! with! excessive! simu-

lator! sickness! and! familiarize! them! with! the ! simulator! to! minimize

learning! effects.! Three! potential! participants! were! excluded! due

to! simulator! sickness! during! the! pretest! trial.! Information! about

the! possibility! of ! simulator! sickness! was! repeated! orally! both! at

the! pretest! trial! and! at! each! study! session.! Each! participant! gave

his! informed! consent! and! the! study! was! approved! by! the ! Regional

Ethics! Committee.

2.2.! Trial! design

Each! participant! underwent! three! 1-h! nighttime! driving! tests! in

the ! simulator,! with! at ! least! 2! days! between! each! test.! The! experi-

ment! was! conducted! as! a ! randomized,! placebo-controlled,! single

blind ! study,! using! a ! counterbalanced,! multi-condition! design! to

randomize! the ! order! in! which! the! subjects! were! tested! at! differ-

ent! BAC.! The! intervention! was! concealed! from! study! subjects,! who

also! received! sham! treatment! in! the! form! of ! a ! placebo! pill! before
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Fig.! 1. ! Appearance! of! the! driving! simulator.

each! driving! session,! which! they! were! told! may ! or! may ! not! contain! a

sedative! drug,! to! further! enhance! concealment.! Vodka! or! ethanol-

free! vodka! extract! was! mixed! with! fruit! juices! and! administered

in! weight-adjusted! doses! (0,! 0.7! and! 1.05! g! per! kg! body! weight)

1.5 ! h! before! the! start! of! the! driving! task,! aiming! to! achieve! mean

BAC! of! zero,! approx.! 0.5! and! 0.9! g/L! on! the! three! different! test! days.

The! Widmark! equation! was! used! to! estimate! the ! ethanol! doses,

assuming! a ! total! body! water! to! total! body! mass! ratio! of! 0.68,! a

bioavailability! of ! 75%,! and! a ! metabolic! rate! for! ethanol! of! 0.15! g/L

per! hour.! The! drinks! were! served! in! closed! plastic! containers,! from

which! the! participants! were! instructed! to! sip! the ! drink! through! a

straw.! To! avoid! an! obvious! ethanol! taste,! no ! drinks! were! stronger

than! 10%! (v/v)! ethanol,! and! they! were! kept! cold! by! the ! addition! of

ice.! The! participants! were! allowed! 1! h! to ! finish! their! drinks,! after

which! they! waited! another! 30 ! min ! before! the ! driving! test! started,! to

allow! for! absorption! of! the! administered! ethanol.! Placebo! effective-

ness! was! assessed! by! questionnaire.! Fifty! percent! of! the! participants

believed! they! had! received! an! impairing! drug! (either! alcohol! or

a ! sedating! drug)! under! the! placebo! condition,! whereas! only! 8%

believed! they! were! sober! under! ethanol! conditions.! The! possible

impact! of ! placebo! effectiveness,! including! the ! sham! pill! placebo,

does! not! constitute! a ! part! of ! the! current! study.

In! the! following,! ethanol! levels! are! referred! to! as! BAC! 0,! BAC! 0.5

and! BAC! 0.9, ! respectively.! Blood! was! sampled! immediately! before

and! after! each! driving! session,! and! the! mean! value! was! used! as ! the

best! estimate! of ! the! mean! BAC! during! driving.! Immediately! after

each! drive,! the! subjects! rated! their! degree! of ! simulator! sickness

from! 0! (very! little)! to! 10 ! (very! much)! on! a ! numerical! scale,! accord-

ing! to! the! following! question:! “To! what! extent! did! you! experience

simulator! sickness! during! the! driving! test?”

2.3.! Simulated! driving

The! simulator! had! the! appearance! of ! a ! normal! car! (Renault

Scenic)! with! automatic! transmission! and! original! controls! (Fig.! 1).

The! driving! scenario! was! depicted! on! screens! covering! 180◦ of ! the

driver’s! forward! field! of! vision! and! 90◦ of! the! rear! field! of ! vision,

with! synchronized! displays! in ! internal! and! external! mirrors.! The

vertical! field! of ! view! was! 47◦ both! to! the! front! and! to! the! rear.

The! simulator! reproduced! realistic! motion,! vibration! and! sound

through! a ! three-axis! motion! platform,! a ! vibration! system! in! the

chassis! and! a! four-channel! sound! system.! Data! on! lateral! posi-

tion,! speed,! pedal! use! and! steering! wheel! movements! over ! the

entire! duration! of! the! test! sessions! were! extracted! directly! from

the! simulator! computer! and! logged! 20! times! per! second.! The! par-

ticipants! drove! on! average! 34! laps! during! each! test,! corresponding

to ! 46.8! km.

The! nighttime! driving! scenario! consisted! of ! a! narrow,! hilly! and

curvy! road! circuit! that! was! 1.37! km ! long! and! closely! resembled

a ! typical! rural! two-lane! Norwegian! road,! with! midline! and! side

markings.! Traffic! lights! present! in! two ! locations! turned! red! on! one

occasion! during! each! trip.! Two! sudden! incidents! (a ! car! abruptly

entering! the! road! and! a ! pedestrian! crossing! the! road! in! front! of ! the

driver)! each! occurred! once! towards! the! end! of ! the ! driving! session.

Apart! from! this,! there! was ! no! other! traffic.! The! participants! were

instructed! to! keep! in! the ! middle! of ! the ! lane,! adjust! speed! accord-

ing! to! the ! driving! conditions! and! otherwise! drive! as ! they! would

normally! have! done.

2.4.! Measurements

The! following! measures! of ! driving! behavior! were! obtained:

standard! deviation! of ! lateral! position! (SDLP),! number! of ! brake

pedal! pressures! per! lap,! number! of! accelerator! pedal! pressures! per

lap,! steering! wheel! movement! speed,! steering! wheel! movement

per! distance! driven,! steering! wheel! reversals! per! distance! driven,

steering! wheel! reversal! frequency,! average! speed,! and! standard

deviation! of! speed.! Collisions! at! the ! potential! crash! events! were

also! recorded.! The! measurements! were! chosen! to! cover! impor-

tant! behavioral! levels! of! driving! (Michon! 1985;! Walsh! et! al.,! 2008),

although! they! do! not! represent! a ! full! range! of! skills! necessary! for

safe! driving.

Blood! ethanol! concentrations! were! quantified! using! a ! headspace

gas ! chromatography-mass! spectrometry! (GC–MS)! method! as! pre-

viously! described! (Helland! et! al.,! 2013).

2.5.! Statistical! analyses

Sample! size! estimates! were! based! on! a ! pilot! study! measuring

SDLP! in! the ! simulator,! and! performed! to! determine! the! appropri-

ate ! sample! size! in! a ! validation! study! of! the ! simulator! designed! to

compare! driving! performance! in! real! and! simulated! driving! at ! dif-
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Fig. ! 2.! Frequency! distribution! of! simulator! sickness! scores! in! the! 54! completed! driving! sessions! in ! the! study.

ferent! BAC.! We ! did! not! perform! separate! sample! size! estimations

for! the! assessment! of! simulator! sickness.! To! investigate! the ! rela-

tion! between! simulator! sickness! and! driving! outcomes,! we! used

linear! mixed! model! analyses! with! the! driving! outcomes! as ! depen-

dent! variables,! simulator! sickness! severity! (SSS)! and! measured! BAC

as ! covariates,! and! participant! as ! random! effect.! Where! a ! significant

main! effect! of! SSS! was! shown,! we! also! added! the! interaction! term

SSS! ×! BAC! to! the! model,! and! separate! plots! were! made! to! explore

the! effects! of ! SSS! at! different! intended! BAC.

Linear! mixed! model! analyses! were! also! used! to! explore! the

relation! between! BAC! and! SSS,! and! repeated! exposures! to! the! sim-

ulator! and! SSS. ! In ! these! analyses,! the! dependent! variable! SSS! is! not

normally! distributed.! Normality! of ! residuals! was ! judged! by! visual

inspection! of! QQ-plots.! We! therefore! performed! analyses! with! log-

transformed! simulator! sickness! scores.! Since! the ! SSS! scale! included

zero,! we! added! one! to! all! scores! before! log-transforming! the! vari-

able.

For! the! mixed! models,! we! report! R! squared! values! computed! as

the! proportional! reduction! in ! the! estimated! total! residual! variance

comparing! the! null! model! without! covariates! with! the ! model! with

covariates! (Rabe-Hesketh! and! Skrondal,! 2012).

Two-sided! p-values! < ! 0.05! were! considered! significant.! The! anal-

yses! were! performed! in! SPSS! 21! and! Stata! 12.

3.! Results

Eighteen! out! of ! 20! participants! completed! three! sessions! in! the

driving! simulator.! One! subject! withdrew! from! simulator! testing

because! of! intolerable! nausea! during! his! first! test! drive,! the! other

because! of! a ! surgical! procedure! unrelated! to ! the! study.! These! sub-

jects! were! excluded! from! the! analyses.! Five! subjects! interrupted

their! first! simulator! session! because! of! simulator! sickness,! but! were

re-tested! and! eventually! completed! all! three! sessions.! These! sub-

jects! were! excluded! from! the ! analysis! of ! the! relationship! between

previous! exposures! to! the ! simulator! and! simulator! sickness! sever-

ity, ! as! their! data! would! not! be! comparable! to! the ! rest.! Otherwise,

data ! from! all! valid! sessions! were! included! in! the! final! analyses.

Overall,! in! the! 54! completed! driving! sessions,! the! mean! and

median! simulator! sickness! score! was! 2.5! and! 1,! respectively,! with

a! standard! deviation! of ! 2.7! and! a ! range! of! 0–9.! The! distribution! was

highly! skewed,! with! a ! majority! of ! driving! sessions! scored! 0! or ! 1

(Fig.! 2).

The! mean! blood! alcohol! concentrations! achieved! were ! generally

slightly! lower! than! the ! intended! levels! (0.38! g/L! and! 0.82! g/L! at! the

intended! BAC! 0.5! and! BAC! 0.9! levels,! respectively).! In! the ! statistical

analyses,! the ! actual! BAC! measured! at! each! driving! session! was! used.

3.1. ! Simulator! sickness! effects! on! measures! of! driving! impairment

The! results! from! linear! mixed! model! analyses! are! presented! in

Table! 1.! The! severity! of! simulator! sickness! significantly! predicted

lower! values! of! the ! dependent! variables! steering! wheel! reversal

frequency! and! average! speed.! The! effect! estimates! predicted! from

the! regression! model! correspond! to! an! expected! reduction! in! steer-

ing! wheel! reversal! frequency! and! average! speed! of! 23%! and! 18%,

respectively,! at! a ! maximum! simulator! sickness! score! of ! 10.! For

the ! other! outcomes,! there! were! no! statistically! significant! effects,

nor! even! trends! towards! significance,! of! simulator! sickness.! We

recorded! no! collisions! at! the! potential! crash! events.

Additional! mixed! model! analyses! that! allowed! for! possible

interaction! between! BAC! and! simulator! sickness! showed! that! there

was! a! statistically! significant! interaction! in ! the ! case! of! steering
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Fig. ! 3.! Relationship! between! simulator! sickness! severity! and! steering! wheel! reversal! frequency! at! different! blood! alcohol! concentrations.

Table ! 1
Linear! mixed! model! analyses! with! driving! measures! as ! dependent! variable! and! blood! alcohol! concentration! (BAC;! g/L)! and ! severity! of! simulator! sickness! (SSS; ! 0–10)! as

covariates. ! Significant! associations! between! SSS! and! driving! measures! in! bold.

Dependent! variable:! Driving! measure! (unit)! Intercept! R2 Covariate! Regression! coefficient! 95%! CI! p! value

Lower! Upper

SDLP! (cm) 30! 0.10 BAC! 13! 6.6! 19! <0.001

SSS ! −0.34 −1.4 0.76! 0.54

Steering ! wheel! movement! speed

(rad./sec)

0.50 0.15 BAC! 0.22! 0.15! 0.30! <0.001

SSS ! −0.0028! −0.016! 0.011! 0.67

Steering ! wheel! movement! per

meter! (m−1)

0.042! 0.19 BAC! 0.012! 0.0079! 0.017! <0.001

SSS ! 0.00016! −0.00057! 0.00089! 0.66

Steering ! wheel! reversal! frequencya

(sec−1)

0.80! 0.10 BAC! 0.0070! −0.087! 0.10! 0.88

SSS ! −0.018! −0.033! −0.0025! 0.024
BAC ! ×! SSSa 0.041! 0.011! 0.071! 0.009

Average ! speeda (km/h) 51! 0.18 BAC! 3! −1.2! 7.2 ! 0.16

SSS ! −0.9 ! −1.6! −0.23! 0.010
BAC ! ×! SSSa 1.1! −0.28! 2.4 ! 0.12

Standard ! deviation! of! speed! (km/h) 4.9! 0.10 BAC! 1.1! 0.48! 1.7 ! 0.014

SSS ! −0.028! −0.13! 0.076! 0.59

Brake ! pedal! pressures! (km−1) 4.7! 0.044 BAC! 1.4! 0.58! 2.22 ! 0.011

SSS ! 0.10! −0.042! 0.24! 0.16

Accelerator ! pedal! pressures! (km−1) 7.9! 0.15 BAC! 2.4! 1.5! 3.3 ! <0.001

SSS ! −0.063! −0.22! 0.095! 0.42

a For! the! outcomes! showing! a! statistically! significant! association! with! SSS,! mixed! model! analyses! allowing! for! interaction! between! BAC! and! SSS! are! also! reported.

wheel! reversal! frequency,! and! no! such! interaction! in! the! case! of

average! speed.

In! order! to! explore! the! differential! effects! of ! BAC! and! simulator

sickness! further,! we! investigated! the! effect! of ! simulator! sickness

on ! steering! wheel! reversal! frequency! in! the! intended! BAC! groups

of! zero,! 0.5! and! 0.9! (Fig.! 3).! There! is ! a ! negative! association! between

severity! of ! simulator! sickness! and! steering! wheel! reversal! fre-

quency! for ! the ! BAC! 0! group! (p! = ! 0.027),! whereas! this! is! not! the

case! for! the! BAC! 0.5! and! BAC! 0.9! groups.! Likewise,! the ! negative

association! between! sickness! severity! and! average! speed! is! most

pronounced! in ! the! BAC! 0! group! (p! = ! 0.036),! even! though! the! inter-

action! between! BAC! and! SSS! did! not! reach! statistical! significance

for ! this! parameter.

3.2. ! Effect! of! BAC! on! simulator! sickness

There! is! a ! statistically! significant,! negative! relationship! between

BAC! and! the! degree! of! simulator! sickness! (p! = ! 0.049,! log-

transformed! SSS;! R2 =! 0.054).! The! regression! analysis! shows! an

expected! effect! of ! approximately! 1.6! points! lower! simulator! sick-

ness! score! at! a ! BAC! of! 1 ! g/L! compared! with! sober! driving! (Fig.! 4).
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Fig.! 4.! Relationship! between! BAC! and! the! degree! of! simulator! sickness,! with! fitted! linear! regression! line! from! mixed! model! analysis.

3.3.! Effect! of! repeated! exposures! to! the! simulator! on ! simulator

sickness

The! mean! simulator! sickness! score! in! the! 13! subjects! who! did

not! interrupt! any! driving! sessions! was! 3.4,! 1.8! and! 1.5! in! the ! first,

second! and! third! driving! session,! respectively.! There! was! a ! larger

spread,! with! more! subjects! scoring! high! on! simulator! sickness,! in

the! first! round! (Fig.! 5). ! The! negative! relation! between! the ! number! of

exposures! and! the! degree! of ! simulator! sickness! is! not! statistically

significant! (p! = ! 0.23,! log-transformed! SSS).! The! five! subjects! that

were! excluded! from! this! analysis! due! to! interruption! of ! their! first

driving! session! generally! had! higher! sickness! scores! (overall! mean

3.2)! in! their! three! completed! sessions! than! the! other! participants

(overall! mean! 2.2).

4.! Discussion

This! study! demonstrates! that! there! is! no ! significant! influence

of! simulator! sickness! on! the! important! driving! impairment! mea-

sure! SDLP,! in! a ! curvy! and! hilly! rural! road! scenario! of! long! duration.

Nor ! is! there! any! significant! interaction! between! BAC! and! simulator

sickness! for! SDLP.! This! strengthens! the! notion! that! SDLP! is! a ! robust

parameter! of ! drug! related! driving! impairment! in ! simulator! studies

(Mets! et! al.,! 2011;! Helland! et! al.,! 2013;! Helland! et! al.,! 2016).! Our

results! are! in! accordance! with! the ! findings! in ! another! simulator

study! (Muttray! et! al.,! 2013), ! where! simulator! sickness! was! found

not! to! influence! lane! keeping! behavior;! however,! the! participants

of! that! study! reported! very! low! simulator! sickness! scores.! Similarly,

there! were! no! significant! relations! between! simulator! sickness! and

several! other! measures! of! driving! behavior! in ! the ! simulator,! such

as ! standard! deviation! of ! speed,! steering! wheel! movement! mea-

sures,! and! brake! or ! accelerator! pedal! pressures! per! distance! driven.

The ! driving! simulator! test! has! previously! been! shown! to! be! sensi-

tive! to! ethanol! effects,! showing! strong! BAC-related! increments! in

SDLP! as ! well! as! several! other! measurements! of ! driving! performance

(Helland! et! al.,! 2013;! Helland! et! al.,! 2016).

We! found! significant,! negative! associations! between! the! sever-

ity! of ! simulator! sickness! and! the! measures! of ! average! speed! and

steering! wheel! reversal! frequency.! The! reduction! in! steering! wheel

reversal! frequency! to ! some! degree! may ! be! a ! consequence! of

reduced! speed! and! thus! may ! not! constitute! an! independent! find-

ing. ! For! steering! wheel! reversal! frequency,! there! appears! to! be! an

interaction! between! BAC! and! simulator! sickness,! so! that! the! effects

of! simulator! sickness! are! most! pronounced! when! driving! sober.

For! average! speed,! there! is ! no ! statistically! significant! interaction

between! BAC! and! simulator! sickness,! yet! the ! negative! association

between! sickness! severity! and! average! speed! is! more! pronounced

in! the! BAC! 0! group.! Thus,! simulator! sickness! may ! have! a! moder-

ating ! effect! on! driving,! leading! to! lower! speeds! and! less! steering

wheel! reversals,! and! ethanol! seems! to! cancel! this! effect,! at! least! in

the ! case! of! steering! wheel! reversal! frequency.

Our! interpretation! of ! these! findings! is! that! simulator! sickness

primarily! causes! the! subjects! to! drive! more! slowly! and! avoid! unnec-

essary! steering! wheel! reversals! in ! an! attempt! to! ease! symptoms.

This! may ! confound! the! interpretation! of! these! measures! as! indica-

tors! of! driving! impairment.! In! a ! challenging! scenario! with! many

curves,! and! no! specific! speed! instructions,! average! speed! could

arguably! be! regarded! as! an! outcome! with! relevance! to! traffic! safety,

reflecting! risk! willingness! and! self-assessment! at! a! strategic! plan-

ning ! behavior! level! (Michon! 1985;! Fillmore! et! al.,! 2008). ! Average

speed! has! been! shown! to! be! positively! correlated! to! BAC! in! other

driving! simulator! studies! (Zhang! et! al.,! 2014), ! and! was ! also! reported

by ! us! in! a! previous! paper! (Helland! et! al.,! 2016).! The! observation

that! the! effect! of ! simulator! sickness! on! average! speed! is! most! pro-

nounced! in! sober! subjects! indicates! that! the! observed! increase! in

average! speed! with! rising! BAC! may ! actually! reflect! a! mitigating

effect! on! simulator! sickness,! and! not! an! effect! of ! BAC! on ! aver-

age! speed! per! se. ! Hence,! we! believe! that! the! apparent! BAC-related

increases! in ! average! speed! and! steering! wheel! reversal! frequency
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Fig.! 5.! Degree! of! simulator! sickness! according! to! the! number! of! previous! exposures! to! the! simulator! in! the! 13! subjects! who! did! not! interrupt! any ! driving! sessions.

described! in ! our! previous! article! (Helland! et! al.,! 2016)! may ! in

fact! be! a ! consequence! of ! less! simulator! sickness! at! higher! BACs.

This! suggests! that! simulator! sickness! may ! act! as ! an! operational

confounder,! leading! to! incorrect! conclusions! about! BAC! effects! on

driving! performance.! The! finding! that! there! is! a ! significant,! inverse

relationship! between! simulator! sickness! and! steering! wheel! rever-

sal! frequency! in! the ! placebo! group! but! not! in! the! ethanol! groups

supports! this! notion.! The! mechanism! by! which! ethanol! reduces! the

effect! of! simulator! sickness! on! these! measures! of! driving! behavior

is! unknown.! In ! the ! case! of ! average! speed,! our! findings! should! be

interpreted! with! caution! since! the! interaction! between! BAC! and

simulator! sickness! did! not! reach! statistical! significance.

There! was! a ! negative! relationship! between! BAC! and! simulator

sickness! severity.! Thus,! ethanol! seems! to ! protect! against! simu-

lator! sickness! to ! a ! certain! extent.! At! a ! BAC! of ! 1.0! g/L,! the! effect

corresponds! to! a! reduction! of ! 1.6! points! on! the! 0–10! numerical

scale! of ! simulator! sickness! severity! that! we! used! in ! our! study.! It

is! unlikely! that! the! BAC-related! reduction! in ! simulator! sickness

will! influence! measures! of! driving! ability! significantly.! However,

the ! effect! may ! be! sufficient! to! cause! lower! dropout! rates! at! higher

BAC! in! studies! using! ethanol! as! a ! test! substance,! which! could! be

a! source! of! possible! data! bias.! The! mechanism! by! which! ethanol

reduces! simulator! sickness! is ! not! clear,! and! we! are! not! aware! of

any! previous! studies! that! have! reported! such! an! effect.! Ethanol

may ! interfere! with! many! different! neurochemical! systems! and! neu-

ronal! networks! when! present! at! the! concentrations! measured! in

our! study! (Spanagel! 2009). ! One! could! speculate! that! several! of

these! effects! could! change! various! sensory! inputs,! thereby! decreas-

ing ! the! discrepancy! between! sensory! and! vestibular! responses! by

which! simulator! sickness! probably! occurs! (Brooks! et! al.,! 2010).! It

is! unclear! whether! this! phenomenon! is! unique! to! ethanol! or! may

also ! be! a ! feature! of! other! centrally! acting! drugs.

Although! not! statistically! significant,! simulator! sickness! scores

tended! to ! decrease! with! repeated! exposures! to ! the! simulator.

This! is! in! accordance! with! the! findings! in ! other! studies! that! have

shown! attenuation! of ! simulator! sickness! with! repeated! exposures

(Kennedy! et! al.,! 2000;! Domeyer! et! al.,! 2013).! Since! five! subjects! had

to ! be! excluded! from! the! analyses! due! to! interruption! of! their! first

driving! test,! the! analysis! only! includes! data! from! 13! participants.

In ! addition,! a ! few! potential! test! subjects! were! also! excluded! before

the ! study! commenced! due! to! excessive! simulator! sickness! during

screening.! The! exclusion! of ! those! most! prone! to! simulator! sickness

may ! account! for! the! low! simulator! sickness! scores! in ! the! study,! as

well! as! the ! lack! of ! significant! decrease! in ! simulator! sickness! with

repeated! exposures.

The! driving! scenario! used! in! our! study! was ! designed! to ! reflect

conditions! in! which! a ! disproportionately! high! number! of ! ethanol-

or! drug-related! accidents! occur! in! Norway,! i.e.! nighttime! driving! on

narrow,! winding! roads! (Norwegian! Public! Roads! Administration,

2013).! It ! has! been! shown! that! driving! scenarios! with! many! curves

and! long! duration! are! prone! to! provoke! simulator! sickness! in

test! subjects! (Classen! et! al.,! 2011).! Another! simulator! study! that

employed! a ! rural! driving! scenario! found! low! ratings! of ! simula-

tor! sickness,! assessed! with! the ! Simulator! Sickness! Questionnaire

(Muttray! et! al.,! 2013).! Differences! in! driving! scenario,! duration,

technical! specification! of ! the! simulator! and! measuring! methods

may ! explain! the! discrepancies! to! our! findings.! This! underlines! the

importance! of! thorough! validation! of! the! specific! simulator! sce-

nario ! in! use,! as! results! cannot! readily! be! extrapolated! to! other

simulators! and! scenarios! (Shechtman! et! al.,! 2009).

The ! most! important! weakness! of! our! study! is ! that! we! did! not

use! the! Simulator! Sickness! Questionnaire! (SSQ),! which! is! regarded

as! the! gold! standard! to ! assess! the! severity! of! simulator! sickness

(Kennedy! et! al.,! 1993;! Classen! et! al.,! 2011).! Instead,! the! partici-

pants! simply! rated! their! perceived! degree! of! simulator! sickness! on

a ! numerical! scale! from! zero! to! 10! immediately! after! each! driving

session.! They! were! informed! about! the! possible! occurrence! and

symptoms! of ! simulator! sickness! upon! inclusion.! We ! believe! that

this! method,! albeit! simple,! provided! a! valid! assessment! of ! simu-

lator! sickness! experienced! in! the! study,! but! cannot! exclude! that

the! overly! simplistic! measurement! may ! have! influenced! the! data.

The! SSQ! is! time! consuming,! which! makes! it! challenging! to! fit ! into

an ! experimental! design.! Furthermore,! the! validity! of ! the! SSQ! in

monotonous! driving! tests! of ! long! duration! has! been! questioned,

since ! items! such! as! “fatigue”! and! “difficulty! concentrating”! included
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in! the! SSQ! are! not! specific! to! simulator! sickness! and! may ! instead

be! due! to! sleepiness! (Muttray! et! al.,! 2013).

Another! major! weakness! is! the! lack! of! specific! sample! size! esti-

mations! for! assessing! effects! of ! simulator! sickness.! Consequently,

we! cannot! exclude! the ! possibility! that! the ! study! had! inadequate

power! to! detect! a ! real! effect! for! some! of ! the! associations! we

explored.

Our ! study! has! some! additional! limitations.! We ! employed! a

single! blind! design,! thus! we! cannot! exclude! bias! affecting! data! anal-

ysis.! Also,! the! distinctive! taste,! smell! and! effects! of ! ethanol! make

effective! blinding! difficult.! All! test! subjects! were! healthy! young

male! volunteers,! who! are! not! representative! for! the! general! driving

population,! and! are! probably! less! vulnerable! to! simulator! sickness

than! older! subjects! (Kawano! et! al.,! 2012).The! narrow! inclusion! cri-

teria! limits! the ! generalizability! of! our! findings.! Further! research! in

this! field! should! include! a! broader! sample,! and! measure! simulator

sickness! at! several! time! points! during! single! exposures! to! the! sim-

ulator,! using! validated! (i.e.! SSQ)! and/or! objective! (i.e.! eye! fixation,

blinking)! measurements! of! simulator! sickness.

5.! Conclusions

In! summary,! simulator! sickness! is! associated! with! a ! reduc-

tion! of! average! speed! and! steering! wheel! reversal! frequency.

These! changes! seem! to! be! less! pronounced! in! subjects! driving

under! the ! influence! of! alcohol,! and! may ! hamper! the ! use! of! these

measures! as ! indicators! of! unsafe! driving! in! simulator! studies! of

drug! impairment.! On! the! other! hand,! simulator! sickness! is! not

associated! with! changes! in ! SDLP.! In! the ! young,! healthy,! male! recre-

ational! drinkers! tested! in! the ! present! study,! simulator! sickness

scores! decreased! with! higher! BAC.! To! our! knowledge,! the! present

study! is! the ! first! to! quantify! the ! impact! of! simulator! sickness! on

SDLP! and! other! measures! with! relevance! to! driving! safety,! and

to! explore! the ! relationship! between! BAC! and! simulator! sickness.

Our ! findings! lend! further! support! to! the! robustness! of! SDLP! as

a ! measure! of! drug! impaired! driving! in ! simulator! studies.! Driv-

ing! simulator! researchers! should! beware! the ! risks! of! simulator

sickness! confounding! the! results! and! introducing! bias,! and! take

action! to! minimize! its! occurrence.! The! possibility! of ! simulator! sick-

ness! acting! as! an! operational! confounder! should! be! borne! in! mind

when! investigating! the ! effect! of! drugs! on! driving.! In! light! of ! the

exploratory! nature! of ! our! study! and! its! shortcomings! with! regard

to! sampling! bias,! power! and! measuring! technique! of ! simulator! sick-

ness! severity,! our! findings! should! be! regarded! as! tentative.! Further

studies! are! needed! to! confirm! or ! disprove! our! findings,! and! extend

the ! characterization! of ! simulator! sickness! to ! other! driving! scenarios

and! measures! of ! driving! impairment.
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